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Motivation.

Debian community depends heavily on emails

Personal communication
Email-based tools

Each Debian contributor has developed their own set of
tools and habits.

Machine learning and automatic text classi�cation have
for many years promised a better solution to this
problem.

This meeting

Share a tool I have developed for my personal use and
another for community use
Brainstorm other techniques / solutions and see if we can
adapt the tool I created for a larger audience.



Architecture.



Demo.



Demo.



Demo.



Database Schema.



Classi�er.

dbacl is a high performance statistical classi�er.

Handles e-mails natively
Can make use of multiple words if there is enough data
Written in C
Relatively easy to modify, if need be
It can play chess!

The system waits until there are 10 emails annotated as
positive and 10 negative to start classifying.

Messages marked as +2 or -2 are always included in the
train set
Messages marked as +1 or -1 are sampled



Rule Engine.

Besides classi�cation, it is possible to write simple rules.

For example, add +1.0 to all emails coming from debian.org
emails.
Or add +10.0 to all emails mentioning your name/nick/last
name

Currently executable Perl code.

Stored in the DB
Agh!

Global and per-list based.



UI.

AJAX-based

NextApp Echo is a Swing-like Ajax Framework for Java.

The UI is actually written in Scala

Using Jetty and a cross compiled SQLite3

While functional, it has shortcomings

Does not expose the threads in the DB
Has trouble with encoded emails



Roadmap.

Fix UI issues

Fix rule language (lua?)

IMap integration?

First installable version



Meet @debian_es.

Twitter bridge for the debian-user-spanish mailing list

About 8 months on line.

~1k tweets
~100 followers

Script available at:

http://duboue.net/download/debian_es_bot.pl
177 lines (Perl)
Public Domain

Tweets once per thread, only when a thread has at least
3 replies by at least 2 di�erent people.



Kernel Tra�c, Automatic Summaries for

LKML.

Pablo A. Duboue. �Extractive email thread
summarization: Can we do better than He Said She
Said?�. Starved Rock, IL. 7th International Conference
on Natural Language Generation. 2012 June.

http://www.duboue.net/pablo/papers/INLG2012duboue.pdf

5 years of summaries, annotated in XML

Very good data for machine learning

Next step: aligning summaries and emails

Anybody has LKML archives? (on-line are missing many
emails)



Joey's Thread Patterns.

http://joeyh.name/blog/entry/thread_patterns/

"take it to private email"

"think before you post"

"blindingly obvious answer"

"uninteresting message"



Discussion.

Which tools do you use?

How do you cope?

Tricks and tips?

Would you use the smart mailing list reader?

Join in! #listosoreader on FreeNode or /msg DrDub on
OFTC
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